Various insecticides, solvents, emulsifiers, and mixtures thereof were tested to determine whether these compounds are capable of enhancing the sensitivity of cultured mammalian cells to infection with vesicular stomatitis virus. None of 42 compounds tested significantly enhanced the viral infection.
Concern over the potential of various emulsifiers, solvents, insecticides, and mixtures thereof to enhance the sensitivity of exposed cells to infection with several viruses has been raised previously (2) . Several of the emulsifiers currently in use in the province of New Brunswick, Canada, have been identified as causing enhancement of viral infection in cultured cells (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . This in vitro cause-and-effect relationship was used to associate the insecticide spraying program with the incidence of Reye's syndrome occurring in New Brunswick (2, 4) . In an attempt to replicate results published previously (5) , the Canadian Forestry Service expressed an interest in having the experiments validated. To do this, three independent laboratories agreed to conduct the experiment. The protocol as developed and published previously (5) was followed in the conduct of experiments described in this report. One of the authors of the previous report kindly agreed to assist us by reviewing the protocol and providing criticisms and comments. These comments were incorporated into the final protocol used by each of the laboratories participating in the investigation. We used a vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and mouse L cell system to study the enhancing activities because previous reports have shown that the greatest enhancing activity was observed with VSV on mouse L cells. We report here that none of 42 different components tested showed any significant enhancing activity after infection of cultured mouse cells with VSV.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was conducted in a double-blind fashion with neither the three independent participating laboratories (Table 1) nor the study coordinators (L. Ritter and D. J. Ecobichon) aware of the coding system used for each of the individual samples of emulsifiers, solvents, insecticides, or combinations thereof. A. Sundaram, Forest Pest Management Institute, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada, prepared a series of 100-ml samples in amber glass bottles coded in a unique and different fashion for each of the laboratories. These samples were used after suitable dilution in Eagle minimal essential medium (MEM) for the in vitro assay. A copy of the codes was made available to the participants after the completed reports from each laboratory were received by the study coordinators.
The cells used for this in vitro bioassay were mouse L-929 cells (kindly supplied by K. R. Rozee) It should be noted that the variability was reduced when considering the ratios of treated to control PFU for each experiment on each day.
It has been suggested previously (3, 5, 6 ) that a ratio of treated to control PFU greater than 2.0 be considered biologically significant and indicative of viral enhancement. (6) . In the present study, the use of an RNA virus failed to demonstrate increased PFU after chemical treatment of the cells.
From the above results, it is apparent that by using the protocol of Rozee et al. (5) , three independent laboratories were unable to reproduce the viral enhancing ratios previously obtained by these authors. Consequently, the biological significances, and therefore the utility, of this test have yet to be unequivocally established.
